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WHAT IS THE OPEN GOVERNMENT PARTNERSHIP?



A joint candidacy, a joint action Plan…
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#1. Accountability through Term or Mandate Plans

1. Build a basic and advanced standard of information publication (what, how and when; and under 
which principles) in a consensual and collaborative way. Use the figure of mandate plans for the 
Basque institutions (regional, provincial and local levels) to widen the accountability culture. Create a 
common information estructure. 

2. Create a system of monitoring reports, publication of datasets and indicators that is easy for citizens 
to understand; and with a participation and communication plan in terms of a social audit.

3. Starting from zero in certain cases: small town-halls that uses no Plan for his term’s commitments. 
First step a preliminary educational campaign. “The coming election opportunity”.

4. Enpowering citizens through establishing the practice of accountability through mandate plans and 
making citizen collaboration useful in their monitoring of public management.



#2. Open Data Euskadi and Linked Open Data

1. The information currently available (3,500 datasets published in Open Data Euskadi, of which 672 
are federated with Vitoria and Bilbao City Councils and Gipuzkoa Provincial Council), is not used.

2. A global mapping of best practices has been conducted. A questionnaire has been launched 
towards civic society and infomediary sector, (with more than 600 responses)

3. Re-use analysis meetings are pointing towards very specific set of Open-Data made-in services.

4. A gobernance model it’s beeing set up to engage institutions in the maintenance of the whole 
system. A federate catalogue of initatives, services and most useful data-sets works the same way.



#3. I-lab for citizen engagement

1. Addressing “the common” and “the collective” implies citizen participation but also an open 
government. I-lab is a joint laboratory to research, test, learn and build concrete and usable 
solutions. A stable work space for institutions and citizens to innovate in engagement and bring all 
limits and milestones to the table. We want to create services and procedures with transparency and 
rigor in order to boost citizen participation in the Basque Country. We want to focus not only the 
result, but also the process, and recognize the value of the individual and collective engagement of 
countless Basque citizens.

2. It’s not a facility, nor a building with a certain methodology… It’s a network with more or less active 
nodes. (it depends on the project special needs). It’s redefining the word “innovation” in participation.

3. It has to be always an institution ready to innovate a service, policy… We need competencial 
feasibility.

4. An international mapping has been closed with no similar references. Please indicate if you know 
one.



#4. Open eskola. Open school of citizenship.

1. There is LACK OF PARTICIPATORY CULTURE in public governance by different agents. Open 
Eskola is defining an open school model for citizens for public governance in Euskadi that serves as 
a reference for its implementation at different territorial levels of the Public Administration.

2. A school that fosters mixed capabilities among citizens and civic servants: social habilities and skills, 
curiosity about “the public thing”, Open data use and difussions, accountability…

3. More capable and skilled citizens and civic servants, means better results in co-creation of public 
policies. This Commitment has Strongs links with I-lab. Somre of the pilots will be conducting 
toghether.

4. Open Eskola has to be a “bottom-up” processes catalyzer. Boosting the possibilities of civic 
organizations and interest groups.



#5. Basque Integrity System

1. To ensure that citizens regain and/or increase their trust in the Administration and in its staff, by 
encouraging the people that represent them to maintain exemplary ethical conduct based on the 
principles and ethical values that we share and that identify us as Basque society: a common 
integrity model for all the Basque administrations, to prevent unethical conducts.

2. A wide research and a global mapping of integrity system has been conducted. An evolutive, De-
centralized and independent model in the words of the active citizens during the process of previous 
definition.

3. Principles: 1. General Interest. 2. Respect and openness. 3. Efficiency and good consecuences. 

4. Strategies: 1. Transparency. 2. Public engagement 3. Ethic architecture. 4. Monitoring.



Eskerrik asko. 
Thank you.

ogp.euskadi.eus


